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- Emotional voice conversion (EVC): trans-
form the emotional prosody while pre-
serving the linguistic content and speaker 
identity;

- Sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) meth-
ods:
- allows for the duraion prediction;
- jointly model spectrum and prosody;
- focus on emotion-relevant regions 
through attention;
- But always require a large amount of 
training data!

Our contributions:
-  without the need of parallel data, and 
�exible for many-to-many emotional voice 
conversion; 

- only needs limited amount of emotional 

- A novel training strategy for limited data seq2seq emotional voice conversion le-
veraging text-to-speech without the need for parallel data;
- Can do many-to-many emotional voice conversion, and conduct spectral and 
duration mapping at the same time;
- Investigate di�erent training strategies for WaveRNN vocoder training;
- Experimental results show a signi�cant improvement of the performance.

1) Training Stage I: Style Initialization

     -  We adopt a seq2seq VC framework [2], and pretrain it with a publicly available 
TTS corpus, as shown in Figure 2(a);
     -  Style encoder learns speaker-dependent information, i.e., speaker style, and ex-
cludes linguistic information from the acoustic features;

2) Training Stage II: Emotion Training 

     - Style encoder acts as emotion encoder to learn the emotional styles from addi-
tional emotion-labelled speech data;
     - Classi�er acts as an emotion classi�er to eliminate the emotion information in 
the linguistic space;
     - Style encoder vs. Emotion enocder:  We visualize the emotion embedding of 
the reference utterances, as shown in Fig. 1;

Findings:  the emotion embeddings derived by the emotion encoder form separate 
groups for each emotion type, while those from the style encoder fail to provide a 
clear pattern!                                                              -- Validate our idea of 2-stage training!

- Database:  VCTK corpus [3] for stage I, ESD database [4] for stage II. 
- Baseline: 1) CycleGAN-EVC[5]; 2) StarGAN-EVC[6]; 3) Baseline Seq2seq-EVC; 
- Proposed: 1) Seq2seq-EVC-GL; 2) Seq2seq-EVC-WA1; 3) Seq2seq-EVC-WA2
- Objective Evaluation
1) MCD:                                                           2) DDUR:

- Subjective Evaluation

Codes & Speech Samples:

For any inquiries:
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- The �rst work of seq2seq emotional 
voice conversion that only needs a 
limited amount of emotional speech! 
data to train!
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Figure 2: The proposed 2-stage training strategy for seq2seq emotional voice conversion with limited 
emotional speech data.

(a) style encoder (b) emotion encoder

Figure 1: Visualization of emotion embedding derived 
from (a) style encoder and (b) emotion encoder. 
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2) BWS for overall speech quality

  1) MOS for emotion similarity


